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*NOTE: I completed this before March 13th, so we were still using the “old” checklist format and FCOM3 instructions. It may or may not 
have an impact on future sessions. Crew complement was standard CPT and FO in an ER. Lots of simulator resets throughout, so 
beware your eyes.

BRIEFING ROOM: Followed the standard PowerPoint as found on IntraCX> Flight Crew Training> 5R (9 March 2017 Edition). The 
main discussion points revolved around ENG Inflight Start, (Un)stable Approaches, Rejected Landings, Memory Items, and UPRT. 
For ENG Inflight Start, we talked about the new “Areas of Responsibility” that will be coming into effect on March 13th. For example, the 
Fuel Control Switches (FCS) are the responsibility of the PM. So when he follows the ECL instructions to select applicable FCS to Run, 
he needs to be the primary monitor of the engine indications in case the restart needs to be aborted.
For Approaches/Go-Arounds, we had a chat about how to identify unstable approaches. Apart from knowing the book-definition of an 
unstable approach, instructor wanted a working knowledge of indications of a “rushed approach”. (ie. Track miles monitoring on PROG 
page, tight ATC vectoring, possible GEAR CONFIG warning in a rush to select F25/F30 before gear down, etc…. and what are the 
unstable approach indications above 1000’ vs. below 1000’). Also what is the difference between a “Check Speed/____ or Glideslope” 
call vs. a “Unstable” callout by PM?
For Rejected Landings, just review the FCOM3 actions.
For Memory Items, obviously know all 24. However, the one that really gets people is knowing how to put our cabin crew (CC) on alert 
(ie. “Attention, ISM to Flight Deck/Interphone”. Review the appropriate times to call CC to Stations (“ATTN, Crew to Stations” x2), when 
to PA a “ATTN, Brace, Brace” order (about 30 seconds from impact… it may be a good idea to tie this to the 500’ auto-callout), and 
when to announce the “ATTN, Evacuate, Evacuate” order on the ground. 
For UPRT, know the appropriate times to use the autopilot vs manual flight for recovery. Most likely, at high altitude it would be more 
appropriate to recover using the autopilot and at low-altitude (ie. On G/S during approach), it may be more appropriate to disconnect 
and just manually recover. It’ll be in QRH – Man 1.9 for the maneuver and in the FCTM for the callouts (“Stall/Attitude”, “Disengage”(?), 
“Push”, “Roll”, “Thrust”, and “Stabilize”).
Some simulator safety talk and then that concludes the classroom portion.

PROFILE A: Captain is PF first. At the holding point of 34L in YSSY, the instructor has done the cockpit prep and FMS setup, we just 
need to grab the ATIS and clearance from him, crosscheck FMS, instrument and EFIS check (again, we were on old checklist format, 
pre-March 13th), Before T.O. checklist, and then resume normal duties. FYI, our instructor claimed he had done the cockpit prep, but he 
had left the QNH on 1004 even though it was 1000 on the ATIS. We caught this, but don’t know if it was part of the session or just him. 
Uneventful, SYD 8 departure (Chart 30-17 as of 1 Feb 2017) off 34L. Told to MAINTAIN RUNWAY HEADING after T.O., so as per Port 
Page, that requires it be maintained without drift correction. Leveled off at 4000’ with After-T.O. checks done, and then given direct to 
SOSIJ for the ILS Z 34L (Chart 50-13 as of 12 OCT 2016). As we were doing our descent prep, we got FLIGHT CONTROLS EICAS 
followed immediately by STABILIZER EICAS warning. PM actioned STABILIZER memory items (Both STAB cutout switches, 
CUTOUT), then we ran the checklist. Note: the Flaps 20 and VREF 30+20 speed for landing will probably give an approach speed of 
172kts, so inform TOWER later that you’re unable to comply with the ATC APCH SPEED at 5nm from THR. Also, we briefed that in the 
event of a go-around, we would NOT exceed the current airspeed (at the time of STABILIZER EICAS). We were then put onto Radar 
Vectors downwind, and maneuvered to just outside the Final Fix before given the base and then final turn to intercept the ILS. Beware 
the 5.9ISN GP check height is at 1900’, and NOT 1530’ as Chart 50-13 depicts it poorly. Uneventful full-stop landing.
Simulator reset to 10000’ feet. Stabilizer problem from earlier is gone. The new scenario is we are operating single-engine with FO as 
PF. The right engine was apparently shut-down proactively earlier under advice of IOC/Maintenance Control. Now, IOC has called back 
and advised us to restart the engine in-flight following engineering advice. With FO as PF, the CPT as PM goes into ECL to action “Eng 
In-flight Start R” x-list. We did have XB and Autostart available thankfully, so the relight was pretty straightforward. Firstly, PM moves R 
START selector goes to START. Then, PM moves R FUEL CONTROL switch to RUN. He’ll have the compacted ENG display on the 
middle screen (or he can select expanded ENG display on another screen). Be advised, throughout the start PM needs to be 
monitoring to ensure 1. Oil pressure indication after EGT increases (10psi minimum for our GE) and also 2. EGT stays within limits 
(again, ours was a GE so the limit is 825C (no time limit), I think RR would be 700C (momentary time limit)). After a successful restart, 
this event is over.
Simulator reset to YSSY ILS Z 34 on 6nm final. Controller/ATIS advices PRM approach so ensure you are using correct Chart (50-15 as 
of 12 OCT 2016, aka the one for the PRM) and review YSSY PRM breakout procedures in GEN section. The CPT will fly 2 approaches, 
and then the FO will fly 2 approaches from here-on with simulator resets after each GO-AROUND. On each approach, the PF will either 
get a predictive or reactive windshear warning, told to go-around after touch-down (aka. Rejected landing maneuver), or ILS PRM 
breakout instructions. Just a reminder, for a PRM approach, ensure both TWR and PRM frequency are being monitored at same 
volume as instruction can come from either controller. Transmit on TWR freq. Allow breakout instructions to be fully completed by 
controller before disconnecting A/P to avoid details being drowned out by the wailer. After PF disconnects A/P and begins his turn/climb 
or descend, the PM can selects F/Ds OFF, and input assigned HDG & ALT in MCP BEFORE acknowledging ATC.

BREAK

PROFILE B: CPT is PF with simulator having been reset to YSSY ILS Z 34L on final and established LOC only. Essentially, the aircraft 
is either clean or F1 and very high on G/S. This is an intercept G/S from above exercise following FCTM 5.5 and A.6 guidance. After 
released, ARM the G/S, then set MCP to either FAF/ATC cleared altitude OR 1000’AFE (if visual with the runway), then set V/S to an 
appropriate rate. Here, I think the “60 second to ground impact” rule of thumb is a good guide to follow when setting V/S to an 
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‘appropriate’ rate. For example, if above 2000’AGL, then 2000fpm V/S is okay. Then passing 1500’AGL, reduce V/S to 1500fpm. 
Interpolate descent rate to follow rule of thumb. After CPT tries once or twice, then the FO will get to be PF and try once or twice. The 
goal here is NOT to be slick and land, but rather recognizing the undesirability of this situation and that IT IS OKAY TO GO-AROUND!
Simulator reset to YSSY RWY 34L, just outside of SOSIJ, for a RNAV (GNSS) Z RWY 34L approach with FO as PF first (Chart 50-24 
as of 12 OCT 2016). Standard RNAV approach procedures and during briefing, it may worthwhile to review the QRH which will remind 
you to set 125 in the vertical RNP. Uneventful approach and landing. Then FO gets another approach, but this time with temperature 
increased to 40C to see the effect of TEMP on an approach. Then CPT gets a shot as PF with temperature back to normal 10C. At 
some point on the approach, GPS message followed by either NAV UNABLE RNP EICAS or VERIFY POSITION on scratchpad, to 
prompt a Go-Around. During Go-Around, instructor may flight freeze so discussion can be held about the difference between 1 or 2 
TOGA presses (or lack thereof).
Simulator reset to FL370 for UPRT with CPT as PF first. Some high altitude nose high upsets or airspeed low/stall using the FCTM 
callouts during recovery (“Stall/Attitude”, “Disengage”(?), “Push”, “Roll”, “Thrust”, and “Stabilize”). As discussed in classroom briefing, it 
may be worthwhile to let the A/P do the recovery if just “Airspeed Low”… “Push” by V/S -2000fpm, “ROLL” by HDG HOLD, “THRUST”, 
then “STABILIZE” with FLCH. Let FO be PF to try same high altitude UPRT.
Simulator reset to 10000’ on base leg for YSSY ILS rwy 34L. Stall turning final and recover. FO then CPT as PF. 1 each.
Simulator reset to 1000’ on final for YSSY ILS rwy 34L, established on LOC and G/S. Stall, recover, and Go-Around with CPT as PF 
then FO. 1 each.
Had some time left over for whatever you wanted to do at the end. But we were too tired considering these sessions are always in the 
middle of the goddamn night, so we went home. But the opportunity is there if you want it.

That’s it! Have fun on your 5R!

[A second submission - ed]

B777 5R (B777-300)

LOFT
Start at the holding point at YSSY for 34L with the CP as the PF. During line up clearance you are given a radar heading 300° after 
departure. Wind is 070/20 and this does not change through the exercise.

On departure at about 220KT accelerating:
“STABILZER” EICAS Warning.
I opened the speed window when it first appeared and called for the memory items. FO ran these and I then reduced the speed slightly 
to more like 230KT. By the time the memory items were actioned we were approaching 250KT.

He gave us a radar heading for downwind where I reduced the speed further to UP speed. I called for the STABILZER C/L and 
completed this, then the after TO C/L. We advised the tower we had a technical problem with flight controls and needed a return to 34L 
with an ILS.

In the ECL C/L, it says to use the NNC LPA code of “STB”. It says on the ECL page that it’s Vref 30+20 and F20 for landing. When the 
LPA was returned via ACARS, the speed was Vref 30+30. We picked up the error and I decided to just use the higher Vref 30+30. The 
instructor leant forward and told us that Vref 30+20 is the correct figure and that the ACARS LPA speed addition in the simulator is 
incorrect. FCOM 2 also confirms it should be Vref 30+20. The briefing included that ROD would be higher than normal on final due to 
the much higher approach speed. Carried out the landing normally on 34L using Autobrake 3.

LOFT complete, it was very straight forward, no tricks.

Engine Inflight Start
Reposition to 10,000FT for an in flight restart. FO now the PF Given a heading to SOSIJ (34L ILS Z PRM). Just an exercise to restart 
the engine, no “scenario” to go with it. The only hiccup we had that initially we did not have the “X-BLD” displayed so it should have 
started just by windmilling, but as we descended it was flashing on and off, I guess we were just on the edge of the start envelope. So I 
went back 2 pages and repeated the question regarding the “Is the X-BLD displayed” to which we answered yes. Then we could open 
the start valve as per the C/L. Engine started normally and let it warm up. FO briefed the ILS PRM from the QRH.

Approaches
About 6 or 7 approaches each starting at between 8-12NM established on final. Weather is the same it’s been since we started the 
session (070/20). We alternated approaches between CP & FO. Descending breakout, climbing breakout etc. Of note here is that if you 
use TOGA for the climb it’ll capture the LNAV track immediately and once you turn the FD’s back on you’ll have steering commands to 
take you back to the runway. Mixed in here was predictive W/S and hard W/S warnings for both of us. A rejected landing for each of us 
after touching down.
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Stabilised Approach Training
This is was done with both the ILS34L and also the RNAV (GNSS) 34L. The simulator instructor placed the simulator into a position on 
the approach and then we discussed the various aspects of stabilised approach criteria.

In the first approach we were about 12NM, UP speed, 1/2 dot above the G/S and established on the LOC with a 15KT TWC and in IMC. 
Discussion on whether we would attempt to capture from above and if so, what are the rules for doing that. If we tried, what sort of 
problems could we expect to have later in the approach. What can we set in the MCP? We then tried to capture from above 
unsuccessfully, I only used VS -2000FPM so he reckoned we would have just captured if i’d used -2500FPM…but would I do it on the 
line was the question. Successfully capturing it is not the aim of the exercise though.

Another approach, same position but now in VMC, what would you do now? What CAN you do now?

Repeated this with the RNAV approach and discussed the procedures associated with this type of approach and what happens getting 
VNAV ALT crossing the FAF and trying to capture from above after that.

This was all training and more emphasis was on the discussion about stabilised approach criteria and mandatory GA requirements, 
rather than flying the procedure itself. The discussion involved what strategies we can/would use in these situations. What mouth music 
to use to get your point across etc.

Go-Around Training
This was a very useful exercise. Flew the ILS 34L and conducted GA’s from various positions in the approach. Discussed the pro’s/
con’s of using TOGA especially with a low level off altitude (3000FT in this case). Additionally we were given instructions such as 
“Runway closed, turn left HDG 300 and climb 3000FT”, if using TOGA, it will auto capture the original LNAV track which takes you to 
the runway then the published missed approach and not fly the heading you were given or just set.

Probably flew 3-4 of these GA’s each and were repositioned before the aircraft was cleaned up.

UPRT
All done with the new UPRT mouth music strategy…
“STALL” or “ATTITUDE”-“DISENGAGE”-“PUSH”-“ROLL”-“THRUST”-“STABILISE”
2 x high altitude upsets (high nose with bank).
2 x accelerated stalls (level turns).
2 x stalls turning onto final.
1 x stall whilst on final at 1000FT.

5R Completed.


